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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
By Andrew Turczak, PA-C, MHS
As October comes to an end and another successful PA Week is in the books, it
is encouraging to read about the positive impacts PAs are having on their
patients across the country. According to the new AAPA survey conducted by
Harris Poll, 93 percent of patients who have seen a PA agree that they provide
excellent patient services (full article on pg. 4). I have no doubt that this
sentiment is shared by patients here in Connecticut as well.
Thanks to a full agenda of events and resources, PA Week garnered national
participation like never before. ConnAPA specifically held two networking
socials (one in New Haven and one in Hartford). Both were well attended by
PAs and PA students. Thank you to everyone that attended. I enjoyed getting to
know more PAs from around the state.
This month, ConnAPA leadership had the opportunity to meet with the
Connecticut State Medical Society. Presidents, legislative committee members
and lobbyists from both organizations met to discuss ways to foster growth
within our respective organizations and professions. Coming out of this
meeting, it is clear that working together on organizational and legislative
matters (just like we collaborate on a daily basis) is imperative.
Our organization is only as strong as its members. That is why we greatly
appreciate all of the feedback you provide, but most recently through responses
to our ConnAPA Salary Survey. I am happy to announce that the survey results
are being compiled and a report is being produced for publication within the
coming weeks. We gathered an excellent pool of information. More than 225
PAs, whose expertise runs the gamut from primary care to surgery to medical
and surgical subspecialties, completed the questionnaire. The compiled report
will get distributed to ConnAPA members in the near future. We hope that this
salary and benefits survey can be used as another tool and resource during your
compensation negotiations.
We are also rolling out Group Memberships this year as a new ConnAPA
feature. Group memberships are designed for outpatient practices, hospital
departments, or groups of educators to become or renew ConnAPA
membership at a discounted rate. The group must consist of two or more PAs
(Continued on page 2)
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE (CONTINUED)
with more than 50% of the group participating to be eligible. We have several groups that have
already taken advantage of this excellent offer to much success. Welcome groups from
Quinnipiac University PA Program; Family Medicine Center, LLC; Yale New Haven Hospital SRC
Orthopaedics Department; Saint Francis Hospital Medical Cardiology Department; Yale
Physician Assistant Program; Yale New Haven Hospital Emergency Department; Diagnostic
Radiology Associates; UConn Health Department of Surgery; and Danbury Hospital Cardiac
Surgery Department!
Believe it or not, the holidays are just around the corner. I wish everyone the best of health and
good fortune. In our busy and often stressful professional lives, let’s be sure to take some time
and enjoy the season with our families and friends. We look forward to having you join us at our
28th Annual Charter Oak Conference in Newport, Rhode Island on April 13th-16th 2015.
Cheers,
Andrew Turczak MHS, PA-C
ConnAPA President

CONNAPA PA WEEK EVENTS
By Deanna Zimkus, PA-C
CONNAPA held two PA week events, one at The Russian Lady in New
Haven, on Monday October 6, the other at City Steam Brewery in
Hartford on October 8. Both events were well attended. Guests enjoyed
appetizers and there was a cash bar.
The membership committee would like to thank all those that
attended. We're looking forward to planning more events in the future
and hope to see you there!

A group of PA
students gather at
the Russian Lady
The PA social at City
Steam drew 30 PAs from
area hospitals
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CARING FOR THE CARE GIVER DURING PA WEEK
By Rick Pope, PA-C
Many health care employees, PAs included, do not find the time to
take care of themselves. Often we may believe we are impervious to
illness as we are the "Care Givers" and are not fond of being on the
other side of the examining table, hospital bed or procedure room. We
don our masks, review our charts, reconcile our med lists all the while
providing to others and not ourselves.
Three years ago I did a BP, height, weight, and BMI clinic at an
orthopedic practice where I was working. The employees were almost
all female and 50% of them had elevated BP and BMIs. They were
shocked. I wrote the information down for them in one the AAPA
medical wallet cards, and some of them actually thanked me later as
they had not known their BP was high.
This year I repeated the exercise in our two rheumatology offices in
Danbury and New Milford. I am new at the practice and having been
there for about three weeks and it provided an avenue to get to know a
few of the staff.
I plan to implement this again next year. I would love to hear from
other colleagues what they have been doing for PA week. Email me at pop5rjhjc@aol.com.

Save the Date
APRIL 13-16, 2015
28TH ANNUAL
CHARTER OAK CONFERENCE
Hyatt Regency
Newport, RI
More information available soon at www.connapa.org
WE'RE LOOKING FORWARD TO ANOTHER SUCCESSFUL CONFERENCE AND HOPE
YOU WILL JOIN US.
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NEW AAPA SURVEY CONDUCTED BY HARRIS POLL
SHOWS PAS ARE TRUSTED HEALTHCARE
PROVIDERS WHO IMPROVE ACCESS
93 Percent of Respondents Who Have Seen a PA Agree PAs Provide
Excellent Patient Service
NOTE: This article was reproduced in its entirety with permission from AAPA and Harris Poll
ALEXANDRIA, Va. — A new nationwide study confirms that patients believe PAs add value to
healthcare teams and provide excellent patient service. The study, conducted by Harris Poll on
behalf of AAPA, surveyed more than 1,500 U.S. adults. Among an oversample of 680 Americans
who have interacted with a PA in the last year (meaning either they personally saw a PA or were
present for the visit of someone they care for), the survey revealed strong support for the care PAs
deliver:






93 percent agree PAs are going to be part of the solution to address the shortage of
healthcare providers.
93 percent agree PAs are trusted healthcare providers.
92 percent agree having a PA at a practice makes it easier for a patient to get an
appointment.
91 percent agree PAs improve health outcomes for patients.
91 percent agree PAs improve the quality of healthcare.

In an era when only 24 percent of U.S. adults say they have found a primary healthcare provider
whom they like and trust, the findings show that PAs get high marks for the way they interact
with patients. Ninety-three percent of those who have interacted with a PA say that PAs explain
health or treatment matters in ways that are easily understandable and 91 percent agree that they
or their loved one have a good relationship with the PA they see.
“The survey results prove what we have known to be true for years: PAs are an essential element
in the healthcare equation and America needs PAs now more than ever,” said AAPA President
John McGinnity, MS, PA-C, DFAAPA. “When PAs are on the healthcare team, patients know they
can count on receiving high-quality care, which is particularly important as the system moves
toward a fee-for-value structure.”
PAs scored highly when it came to value, with 93 percent of those who have interacted with a PA
agreeing that PAs add value to healthcare teams. More than 8 in 10 (83 percent) say that PAs
increase their or their loved one’s satisfaction with healthcare. Similarly, 82 percent indicated
that PAs have educated them about how to stay well and prevent illness.
“These results tell us that PAs are not only good for patients, but also good for business,”
continues McGinnity. “Patients want providers they can get to know and trust, and these results
show PAs win over their patients with stellar care and excellent communication.”
The online survey was conducted Sept. 15–22, 2014, among 1,544 adults age 18 and older living
in the U.S., including an oversample of 680 adults who have seen a PA and/or have accompanied
a loved one to see a PA in the past 12 months. For a complete methodology, including weighting
variables, please contact AAPA.
More than 100,000 certified PAs practice medicine throughout the U.S. and American military
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(Continued on page 5)

AAPA SURVEY (CONTINUED)
bases around the world. PAs practice in all medical settings, including hospitals, clinics, or
physician’s offices, and they practice in every medical specialty, including primary care,
emergency medicine, surgery, oncology, orthopaedics, psychiatry, radiology, pediatrics and
more. The average PA will practice in two or three different specialties throughout his or her
career, making the PA profession one of the most versatile in the healthcare industry today.
A typical PA will treat 3,500 patients in a year. PAs conduct physical exams, diagnose and treat
illnesses, order and interpret tests, prescribe medication, and assist in surgery. A PA's role may
also include education, research and administrative services.
Contact: Patrick Dunne, AAPA assistant director of communications, 571-319-4394,
pdunne@aapa.org

UPDATE FROM THE EDUCATION AND
CONFERENCE PLANNING COMMITTEE
By Jason Prevelige, MHS, PA-C, Vice President & Chairman of the
Education and Conference Planning Committee
The Education and Conference Planning Committee has been very busy since the summer. There
are currently two conferences in the works, the Annual Charter Oak Conference and the Student
Leadership Track.
The Charter Oak Conference will be held in Newport, RI from April 13-16, 2015 at the Hyatt
Regency on Goat Island. We are planning an interesting and exciting conference with many new
faces in the faculty. A new addition this year is ConnAPA’s partnership with our neighbors to the
east, the Rhode Island Academy of Physician Assistants. RIAPA has been a huge player in
helping to ensure that we have not only a full slate of quality speakers, but great activities to take
advantage of what Newport has to offer. In addition to some schedule changes that will allow
more time to enjoy Newport, but still earn at least 28 CME hours, as well as the ability to attend
more than one workshop if desired, we have been working on ways to include opportunities to
earn Self-Assessment CME to help meet the new NCCPA maintenance of certification
requirements. We look forward to seeing you all in beautiful Newport in April!
In addition to the Charter Oak Conference, a subcommittee has been working on planning the
next incarnation of the Student Leadership Track, scheduled for February 28, 2015 in North
Haven. The Student Leadership Track is a one-day conference focusing on our student members.
It has grown tremendously in the last 3 years and we look forward to further growth and
improvement this year. While initially the SLT was a small breakoff from the Charter Oak
Conference, it has grown to the point where it demands its own day and location separate from
the COC. The committee is organizing an exciting slate of speakers with sessions focused
separately on 1st and 2nd year PA students, as well as sessions geared to both years. Additionally
there are plans for exciting workshops to hone skills, roundtable discussions for small group
discussions with PAs from various specialties and professional backgrounds, and of course the
day will wrap up with the annual ConnAPA Challenge Bowl, where we will see if the University of
Bridgeport can retain their title as champion! We look forward to seeing all of the students in
February!
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CONNAPA LEGISLATIVE UPDATE:
HEALTHCARE WORKING GROUPS MEAN A BUSY
SUMMER AND FALL
By Linda Kowalski, The Kowalski Group, LLC
I am pleased to report that the Department of Social Services has agreed to ConnAPA’s request
last December that Physician Assistants be permitted to prescribe tobacco cessation counseling
for patients at federally qualified health centers. The background on this is that DSS proposed
regulations on a wide range of policies relating to FQHCs last fall. ConnAPA noticed that as
drafted the proposal would permit a PA to provide smoking cessation counseling but not prescribe
it for a patient. We expressed our concerns about this at the hearing DSS held on the regulation
last December. Recently, DSS released their revised proposal and it fully recognizes the ability of
Physician Assistants to prescribe and counsel patients on this service. This is just one more
example of a great recognition of your training and the value you bring to the table in helping keep
your patients healthy.
Although the 2014 session adjourned in May, the State Capitol continues to be very busy with a
multitude of panels on healthcare reform that meet on a regular basis. This is an ongoing process
and it is one that is very important to your profession and patients. I thought I’d give you a bit of
flavor for where these various panels stand.
Statewide Implementation Model
We are continuing to follow all developments with the Statewide Implementation Model (SIM)
process. This is a very important initiative that could fund a transformation of the healthcare
payment system throughout Connecticut from a fee-for-service system to a “value-based” system
tied to the totality of care. The state has drafted a proposal in this regard for federal funding and
should be hearing soon on whether it is approved. Importantly, there are five working groups
(called “councils”) that are under way to deal with issues relating to the workforce, equity and
access, quality, practice transformation and health information technology.
The Statewide Implementation Model Board of Directors meets monthly with additional meetings
scheduled by the individual councils. As always, we make it a point to attend all of the meetings
regarding the SIM initiative and will keep ConnAPA’s members apprised of what is happening
with it. Again, this is a very important work-in-progress.
Medical Assistance Program Oversight Committee
The largest single program in the state budget is medical assistance for low-income and indigent
citizens. Medicaid now accounts for $2.3 billion in spending and assists hundreds of thousands of
residents with medical care. As ConnAPA members know, Medicaid has been the target of budget
reduction proposals in the past. There’s an old saying that if you go hunting you should “hunt
where the ducks are.” In government accounting, this means if you want savings in programs you
go after the bigger ones. We don’t know if proposals to make significant cuts in Medicaid will
resurface in 2015, but we are ready if they do.
The Medical Assistance Program Oversight Council, called “MAPOC,” meets monthly to discuss
program and expenditure trends in Medicaid. As with the SIM initiative, we attend these
meetings so that ConnAPA leadership knows in real-time what is being discussed. The bottomline is Medicaid remains an important program for many citizens of Connecticut, and Physician
Assistants are core providers in meeting the health care needs of its enrollees.
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LEGISLATIVE UPDATE (CONTINUED)
Connecticut Health Insurance Exchange
The Connecticut Health Insurance Exchange Board of Directors also generally meets on a
monthly basis. Chaired by the Lt. Governor, this is another ongoing panel that is very
important to the healthcare system. As ConnAPA members know, the current state law
requires that all health plans on the exchange adhere to state coverage mandates. This ensures
that enrollees will be guaranteed coverage of services provided by a Physician Assistant. We
expect that an attempt could be made next session to strip out the broad mandate requirement.
Again, if that arises we will be ready and we will need ConnAPA members to contact legislators
about the issue. Very simply, this mandate requirement ensures that enrollees in individual
health plans in Connecticut have access to Physician Assistants.
Since healthcare reform started in January, 256,000 individuals in Connecticut have either
enrolled in Medicaid or bought individual health insurance plans. This has caused the
uninsured rate to drop from 7.9 percent to 4 percent. Clearly, the Connecticut Health
Insurance Exchange is poised to play a major role in the insurance and healthcare system in
Connecticut in the years ahead, and that’s one reason we will be heavily involved with their
work and attend all of the meetings.
Recently, CEO Kevin Counihan announced he will be leaving to take a top healthcare position
with the Obama Administration. His is being succeeded on an interim basis by James
Wadleigh, the chief information officer of the Exchange. We wish Kevin and James all the best!
Scope of Practice Review Committee
In 2011 the General Assembly enacted a law that encourages professions to submit their
requests for scope of practice expansions or changes to the Department of Public Health.
Under the statute, the DPH Commissioner selects the proposals that move to the next stage of
being considered by a full Scope of Practice Review Committee. Obviously, this process can
have enormous ramifications for the Physician Assistant profession as we’ve seen with our own
successful scope proposal in 2011. The timetable calls for proposals to be submitted by midAugust with a subsequent decision by the commissioner as to which ones are advanced to a full
review committee.

Welcome New Group
Memberships!
Quinnipiac University PA
Program
Family Medicine Center, LLC
Yale New Haven Hospital SRC
Orthopaedics Department
Saint Francis Hospital
Medical Cardiology
Department
Yale Physician Assistant
Program
Yale New Haven Hospital
Emergency Department
Diagnostic Radiology
Associates
UConn Health Department of
Surgery
Danbury Hospital Cardiac
Surgery Department

Five proposals for Scope of Practice changes have been submitted to the Department of Public
Health this cycle. The list and range of proposals are not as extensive or controversial as has
been the case in the past two years. We are reviewing the proposals so that the ConnAPA
Legislative Committee will have the information they need as to whether to file an “Impact
Statement” and have representation on a formal committee if one is created. The
Commissioner of DPH will decide by November 1 as to which proposals will move forward for a
full committee review.
Also of note is that we will be meeting with Lt. Governor Nancy Wyman on issues of concern to
the profession after the November elections occur. We will also be meeting with CSMS in
October to talk about ways the two groups can work more effectively together.
In summary, you will be hearing more about the Statewide Implementation Model, Medical
Assistance Program Oversight Committee, Connecticut Health Insurance Exchange and the
Scope of Process Review Committee during the next legislative session. Much of those
discussions will be the result of the work these panels are doing right now. That’s why we’re
always there in the room when they meet.
(Continued on page 8)
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WELCOME NEW
MEMBERS

Sheila Bilica
Isabel Brodersen
Charysse Brown
Kyle Brown
Deborah Cadman
Erik Camp
Richard Chen
Jayme Clark
Stephanie Colella
Gwendeline Demers
Colleeen Driscoll
Melissa Dunn
Margot Ebling
Shawn Finnegan
Alexandria Garino
Cheryl Juhnke
Nomingly Klein
Sara Kwalwasser
Gina Lidestri
Lisa Manca
Kayla McNamara
Brian Morey
Sarah Nguyen
Kevin O’Hara
Jessica Perreault
Ryan Petrowsky
Nicole Pillsbury
Shannon Pitcher
Heather Reznik
Lisa Russ
Madeline Santiago
Debra Sceppa
Gabriella Smith
Deepika Srinivasan
Teresa Thetford
Bianca Thibault
Lisa Tryon
Alissa Umstead
James Van Rhee
Michael Vargas
Jennifer Walz
Meredith Young
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LEGISLATIVE UPDATE (CONTINUED)
The 2014 Elections
The August 12 primaries gave us the field of candidates for this November’s election. The race for
Governor will be heatedly contested and could be very close. It pits 2010 Republican nominee
Tom Foley against incumbent Governor Dan Malloy. Their running mates will be former Groton
Mayor Heather Somers and incumbent Lt. Governor Nancy Wyman, respectively. All of the other
state constitutional offices and 187 seats in the Connecticut House and Senate will be up for grabs.
Finally, although there is no contest this fall for the U.S. Senate, all five congressional seats will be
contested. I’d urge all members of ConnAPA to stay engaged in the political process as the
campaigns roll into the final weeks and, as I know you will, exercise your right to vote on Tuesday,
November 4.

Please join the Connecticut
Physician Assistant
Foundation and PA
colleagues from around the
state as we gather to raise
money for student
scholarships!

2nd Annual
Wine and Tapas Fundraiser
Sunday, November 9th
5:00 – 7:30 P.M.
Barcelona Restaurant &
Wine Bar
155 Temple Street
New Haven, CT 06510
Ticket price of $60 includes
stationary and passed tapas, two
glasses of wine or Sangria
Proceeds to benefit the Connecticut
PA Foundation
To order tickets: 203-582-3882 or
Johanna.Chelcun@quinnipiac.edu

Great news for ConnAPA members with high rate student debt! Darien Rowayton Bank
(DRB), an FDIC insured bank, is pleased to share an offer for Physician Assistants with
degrees to refinance or consolidate your student loans at some of the lowest
interest rates in the country.
Save Thousands of Dollars with These Low Interest Rates Offered by DRB*

Loan Type
5-year fixed
10-year fixed
15-year fixed
20-year fixed
5 to 15-year variable**
20-year variable**

Rate*
3.50%-4.75%
4.50%-5.75%
5.50%-6.25%
6.25%
2.63%-3.98% (max rate = 9%)
3.98%

More Benefits to You
Save thousands of dollars with DRB's low interest rates (see above)
No origination fees and no prepayment fees (there are no fees to refinance or
consolidate your loan with DRB)

Easy application process (decision within a few business days)

Exclusive deal. ConnAPA members receive a $100 bonus when their loan is funded



Eligible borrowers Must be a U.S. Citizen or Permanent Resident with a valid I-1551 card
Eligible Loans Up to 100% of outstanding private and federal student loans (minimum $5,000)
Bonus! All borrowers who are ConnAPA members receive a $100 bonus when
their loan is funded!
Apply at www.drbank.com/student_copa to be eligible for this bonus

This is a huge savings opportunity for healthcare professionals paying high Federal and
Private rates. For example, if you are paying an average of 7% on $150,000 of student
loans with a 10 year term, you can save over $15,000 by refinancing with DRB to the 10 year
loan (assumes 4.50% rate), or even more if you switch to the 5 year loan
For questions or a free consultation, (203) 309-3950 or educationfinance@drbank.com
* Assumes a 0.25% discount for making automated payments from a DRB checking account
**Variable rate based on 3-month LIBOR: 3-month LIBOR +2.40%-3.75% for the 15 year variable and 3month LIBOR +3.75% for the 20 yr variable
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UNIVERSITY OF BRIDGEPORT STUDENT UPDATE
By Angel Castro, PA-S and Sabrina Butler, PA-S
Class of 2015
The class of 2015 is currently on their fourth rotation. Students are filled with
excitement and are gaining much knowledge from their preceptors and experiences. Students are
currently on rotations in several fields including pediatrics, surgery, urgent care, and emergency
medicine. Many students are currently in their elective rotations including neurosurgery, plastic
surgery, and orthopedics. Some students have even delivered babies and could not be more
excited about experiencing medicine in one of the most beautiful ways!
Class of 2016
The Class of 2016 has just completed their second term- it was
quite the challenge! Students acquired various clinical skills such
as patient interviewing, vital signs, IV insertion, and blood draws.
Students also studied modules in dermatology, HEENT,
cardiology, pulmonology, and gastroenterology. They will continue
Clinical Medicine next term.
Students also took a course in integrative medicine. Various
professionals presented on Ayurvedic medicine, Traditional
Chinese Medicine, acupuncture, Tai Chi, Reiki, and yoga. The Class
of 2016 is enthusiastic to learn more!

UBPAI students
participated in Relay
for Life on June 7th
Top: Melissa Dukich,
Katie Samuelson,
Autumn Degroat,
Kaitlyn Van Aken, Tori
Clarke, Bryan Jennings.
Bottom: Jackie Salzillo,
Kelly Crimi, Kaitlyn
Hertford, Hilary
Krombel.

The Class of 2016 continues to maintain the vegetable garden and
donate to the Connecticut Food Bank (so far 2 trips have been
made delivering products from our garden to the Food Bank). The class also continues to practice
their medical Spanish with “phrases of the week”!
Wound Care
The Class of 2016 attended a seminar on wound care at St.
Vincent’s Hospital. Students learned about wound
classification, prevention, and treatment options. They also
learned Medicare and Medicaid reimbursement policies.
Relay for Life
Several students from the Class of 2016 participated in
Relay for Life in Fairfield this past June. Students worked
together to gather donations and walk the track for a great
cause!
CT PAF Half Marathon/5K Races
Two students from the Class of 2016 participated in the
PAF half marathon/5K run this past June. It was a fun
challenge- more students hope to take on the challenge
next year!

UBPAI students at the PAF Half
Marathon/5K Race!

Mud Volleyball for Epilepsy
This past August, many students from the Class of 2015 and 2016 participated in mud volleyball
in support of The Epilepsy Foundation of Connecticut. It was a great time, for a great cause! It
was a great example of community effort, the event collected over $100,000.
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UB STUDENT UPDATE (CONTINUED)
Class of 2017
The interview process has begun for the Class of 2017! Students from the Class of
2016 are taking part in the panel of interviewers and look forward to meeting the
incoming class!
Upcoming Events:
KEEP
UBPAI students continue to volunteer with the National Kidney Foundation's
Kidney Early Evaluation Program (KEEP®). Students attended the NBC 30 Health
Fair in Hartford this September taking blood pressures and educating patients on
the long term risks and complications posed by diabetes, hypertension, and kidney
disease. Students will also volunteer with KEEP in Stamford, CT.
National PA Day at City Hall
This October the UBPAI will show their presence at Bridgeport City Hall in honor of PA Week!
Students will perform blood pressure screenings and educate on health awareness. During this
event students will also participate in breast cancer awareness. There will be mobile
mammography on site for screening. Students will also help inform patients on risk reduction/
prevention.

Taking each other's
pulse during lab!
Erica Smith &
Sabrina Butler

University of Bridgeport Health Fair
Another event this October will be the UB Health Fair. UBPAI students will again take blood
pressures and perform blood glucose screenings. Students will also speak to participants
regarding healthy lifestyle choices and preventative care.

YALE STUDENT UPDATE
By Audrey Fritzinger, PA-S and Bridget Winterhalter, PA-S

The Yale Physician Associate program
opened its doors to a new location this past
August at 100 Church Street South. This
dynamic new space consists of a larger
classroom, six small group study rooms, a
student/faculty lounge and plenty of space
for studying, meetings, conferences and
close work between students and faculty.
Along with a new space, the program also
welcomed a new faculty member, Kevin
O’Hara, PA-C, an alumnus from the Class
of 2008 who will work with the didactic
team. Prior to joining the faculty, Kevin
practiced in HIV/Internal Medicine in New
Janet Li and Maria Canonizado
York City since 2009 and obtained a
Master of Science in History and Ethics in Medicine and Public Health from Columbia University
in 2013. Welcome home Kevin.
The students this year have shown a remarkable desire to get involved with extracurricular
(Continued on page 12)
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YALE STUDENT UPDATE (CONTINUED)
learning experiences to further fuel their medical knowledge while expanding their horizons
beyond the classroom. Many students have chosen to take part in the Medical Spanish
elective, allowing students to learn conversational phrases and
vocabulary for interaction with patients. Other students have chosen
to take part in a Global Health seminar, dual degrees in Public
Health, and the Health Justice elective, which teaches students about
the challenges that many patients face when seeking care. In
conjunction with the Schools of Medicine and Nursing, the Yale PA
program is participating in a pilot project to provide 5 first-year PA
students an alternative clinical immersion through a Longitudinal
Clinical Experience (LCE). These 5 students will cultivate clinical
skills alongside 10 nursing and 20 medical students while working
with other members of the health care team in the community over
the course of the didactic year.
Marcella Elpers, Jon
Fausey, Becket GretenHarrison, Ethan Kohn,
Kevin Sullivan, Kyle
Craven, Kathleen
Marcinkowski, Sandy
Bach, Lindsey Belliveau,
Laura Burgstahler,
Olivia Rojas,
Megan Lampron, Emily
Richards, Jodi Morin,
Brittany Hogan, Natalie
Chrismer

The National Health Service Corps scholarship was recently awarded to Kevin Sullivan in the
class of 2016. The Yale PA program continues to have a scholar in each class, with Lindsay
Leech-Novak in the class of 2014 and Samantha Werner in the class of 2015. The NHSC
Scholars make a commitment to provide healthcare to underserved communities after
graduation.
In addition to classes and rotations, students of all three classes have been busy this fall
taking part in a variety of volunteering programs for the community. The HAVEN Free Clinic
is a popular community service organization located a few blocks from Yale, allowing
students from the School of Medicine, Nursing, Public Health, and the PA Program to work
together and practice their clinical skills, while at the same time, learning how to work as a
team with other medical professionals.
A number of second and third year students have taken more active roles as coordinators,
volunteering for the Neighborhood Health Project, a program that runs alongside the Loaves
and Fishes Food Pantry. This organization provides education and screening services to the
community for hypertension and diabetes. A team of PA students and faculty participated in
the 5K race to raise money and awareness for HAVEN Free Clinic on October 11, 2014.
The class of 2014 is very excited about their upcoming graduation! They are finishing up
their rotations and looking forward to graduation on December 8, 2014.
The class of 2015 has been very supportive of the class of 2016 acting as their "Big Sibs,"
simply providing support and advice to the new class. The class of 2015 completed their
didactic year in August and started their clinical rotations in September. Prior to beginning
rotations, they participated in a series of workshops teaching them pertinent clinical skills,
such as splinting and casting, suturing, and OR procedures and protocols.
It is hard to believe that just one month ago the Class of 2016 began their journey into the
didactic phase of PA training but since then they have been very busy. New class officers have
been elected and this leadership group is very excited to start raising money for the annual
Hunger and Homelessness Auction, an event that takes place annually to raise money and
awareness concerning, food and housing insecurity in the New Haven area. Through fund
raising with bake sales, donations and product sales, the class of 2016 hopes to, once again,
win the highly coveted bowtie donated by anatomy professor Dr. William Stewart. They have
(Continued on page 13)
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YALE STUDENT UPDATE (CONTINUED)
thoroughly enjoyed their new home and look forward to more hands on experience through
small group clinical cases and clinical workshops. There is always some room for fun outside
the classroom, as the class of 2016 loves to get together to watch NFL football games, support
Yale athletics, and explore Connecticut as the fall approaches!

QUINNIPIAC UNIVERSITY STUDENT UPDATE
By Jennifer Platt, PA-S and Ariana Acquarulo, PA-S
The Quinnipiac University PA Program is operating at full speed this Fall Semester! The Class
of 2015 is hard at work on their rotations, about to start their fourth clinical experience. So far
the 2015s have been enjoying clinicals, with all students expressing positive feedback from
their experiences. In addition, the Class of
2015 is working on their Patient Case
Poster Presentations, which will be
presented at the end of this year.
As the Class of 2016 wraps up their
summer semester, they enter into their
most grueling didactic semester. The fall
semester is extremely busy with long
classroom hours and community service
events. The 2016s have just kicked off
their Nutrition Detectives program at
Class of 2016 at Nutrition Detectives
ACES School in North Haven, CT. The
2016s will continue to work with ACES students throughout the rest of the year on nutrition
education, exercise fairs, and weekly reading.
Already this semester the 2016s
have participated in Midnight Run,
the Liver Walk, and the Grand
Avenue Men’s Shelter Foot Clinic.
Under the guidance of Professor
Lord and the Class of 2015, the
Class of 2016 played a large role in
this past foot clinic. Students were
able to perform a variety of podiatry
procedures, such as foot
debridement, and provide podiatry QU PA Program Class of 2015 and 2016 with QU
education to the men at the
Nursing, PT, and OT students at Foot Clinic at Grand
shelter. Due to generous donations Avenue Men’s Shelter
and support from both classes and
Quinnipiac faculty, the students were able to leave numerous supplies, such as cleansing
materials and clean socks for the men. Additionally, the Class of 2016 just had their class
elections. We are all eagerly awaiting to hear about the new class officers and other elected
positions, including the new ConnAPA representatives!
Finally, interviews for the Class of 2017 are currently underway! Under the guidance of
Professor Sheree Rascati, we have had two successful interview sessions thus far, with
applicants being more competitive than ever! We are all extremely excited to see who will
make up the Class of 2017!
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